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Sarah
Powers

US yoga instructor Sarah Powers is in
Europe this month. Here, she tells OM
that yoga has brought her lifelong tools
for self-development and peace of mind
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I began practicing yoga in college
I knew I was carrying a lot of stress in my body
and mind but I was not sure how to change.
In one tense scene in the film Always But Not
Forever, Patti Townsend was in the middle
of breaking up with her husband. After an
agitated conversation, she walked into her
garden and laid out a cotton rug. Her breath
slowed and she began moving into these
beautiful shapes very purposefully, generating
what looked like full body empowerment
and some kind of self-reflection. I had never
seen anyone spend time with themselves in
this way and remember thinking: I need that.
I was living in west LA at the time, and, as
life would have it, when I went to the yoga
school (YogaWorks, near my house), Patti
was the yoga teacher there. Although I was
very young, I felt like I had come home to
something intimately familiar and powerful
that would grow me (so to speak) my
whole life.

run away from discomfort, nor strive after
enjoyment, as both were inevitable aspects
of life. I grew to appreciate a much wider
bandwidth of sensations while developing
a body-centered inner ground to live from.
These tools have been the bedrock for more
psychological ease and present moment
awareness, and have kept me exploring
through my practice ever since.
I am simply sharing my practice
out loud
For me, my yoga and my teaching are
one and the same. I offer both an active,
alignment-based slow flow guided by breath
awareness, as well as holding floor poses for
many minutes at a time in order to enhance
the organ and meridian systems. I like to
emphasise not only the cultivation of the
pranic body, but also training our minds to
track our moment-to-moment experience
in a curious and inclusive way. I also teach

mindfulness meditation, and since I am
trained in psycho- therapeutic methods of
inquiry, I bring psychological themes into the
yoga room in the form of contemplations
while holding yin poses. My style is a cross
pollination of yoga, Buddhism and psychology,
which I have come to call Insight Yoga. My
husband Ty and I co-direct the Insight Yoga
Institute which is an interdisciplinary approach
to lifelong learning through daily practice and
study. We teach these methods in the context
of silent practice retreats and trainings around
the world for practitioners and teachers who
are interested in exploring the intersection
between these wisdom traditions in their own
practice and teaching style.
I love being a practitioner and student
I go to meditation teachers and sit on silent
retreats often, and I enjoy having juicy
discussions with other teachers or students I
mentor as well as being with my close friends

I met lots of inspiring people
in those early days
I feel fortunate to have been around lots of
people in those days who were passionate
about all aspects of yogic life. Teachers
and students alike hung out and practiced
together, ate together, discussed and
debated various traditions or the meaning
of life together. Many of the people around
Santa Monica at that time are now the senior
American yoga teachers traveling the world.
I was in my mid twenties and it was a very
rich time. For seven years non-stop I took
yoga workshops and trainings almost every
weekend, studying alignment-based Iyengar
as well as yoga therapy (called Viniyoga at the
time), while practicing Ashtanga at home or in
Mysore classes during the week.

“I feel fortunate to have
been around lots of
people in those days who
were passionate about all
aspects of yogic life.”
I learned a lot about myself during
those years
My early teachers emphasised conscious
slow diaphragmatic breathing that not only
calmed my anxiousness, but also elevated
my energy in new ways. They taught us to
use the poses to get to know our bodies,
instead of using our body to perform a pose.
This noncompetitive, inquisitive approach
reshaped the way I related to pain and
pleasure, teaching me I did not have to
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and family. I also read a lot, and love being in
nature, especially by a warm ocean. I equally
enjoy cities and the times I live in NYC, going
to restaurants, plays, museums and live
music. I like to stay abreast of world politics,
the global environmental crisis, the inequality
of women, and how to better educate our
global children. I love offering people inner
resources for a healthy, happier life and have
created a programme with a friend of mine
to help bring yoga and mindfulness to young
women in communities where they are less
likely to have these options. We recently
traveled to the mountains of South Africa, in
KwaZulu-Natal, and led a retreat for 15 Zulu
girls there between the ages of 12 and 20. We
plan to help the two participants that were
exceptionally inspired to come to one of my
teacher trainings. Our plan is to go to many
other countries and expose more young
women to these inner assets.

SEPTEMBER SCHEDULE
Sarah Powers will be in Europe this
month at the following locations:
Yin/Insight Yoga Silent Retreat: A
Closer Look at the 4 Foundations of
Mindfulness
September 11-17
Moulin de Chaves in Bordeaux,
France, Retreat full
moulindechaves.org

Yin/Insight Yoga Workshop
September 19-20, 2015
Camyoga in Cambridge, England
camyoga.co.uk
Yin/Insight Yoga Workshop
September 25-27, 2015
Spirit Yoga in Berlin, Germany
spirityoga.de

My own practice is very important to me
For me, yoga and daily life are not two
separate things, still, I do feel it is essential
to carve out daily time for a formal practice.
Waking up without having conversations with
others, or checking my iPhone allows me to
give my full attention to the inner worlds of
body and mind for a few hours each morning,
before coming out and attending to the
diverse and complex outer world of events
and relationships. I like intense practice, as
well as intensive teaching, where I am with the
same students for hours a day, day after day,
which is why most of my teaching is offered in
retreat settings now.
Yoga can help us achieve optimal living
I feel we all need an immense amount of
encouragement and support in order to take
responsibility for intentional living. Many of
us will need an abundance of kind assistance
in order to heal our psychological wounds,
as well as our guilt, shame, or sense of
inadequacy. In order to live from our greater
potential, we will need to develop a regular
self-led practice that helps us learn to see
and un-fixate from our habits of reactivity
and complacency, as well as one that skillfully
allows us to inhabit and enjoy our body
and mind, flaws and all. Yoga (as an integral
practice) is a way in, and a way out.
Yoga has become far more popular today
On the one hand, it is great that yoga has
become mainstream now so that many more
people come into contact with this ancient
system of self healing, self care, and self
inquiry. When I began in the 80’s there were
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very few yoga centres in the world and barely
anyone I spoke to knew what it was. However,
those who were doing yoga were genuinely
curious about the nature of reality and were
passionately seeking ways to understand
themselves and life more intimately. Now,
although there are lots more styles and
teachers available than before, in many ways,
I feel there is less quality. There are so many
teachers who have not practiced very long
or with much depth that are leading teacher
trainings now, and that was not happening
before. In the past, people would have had to
practice yoga sincerely in all its dimensions for
at least a decade or more before considering
themselves qualified to guide trainings. When
we develop a skillful self-practice, over time,
our teaching will simply be an extension of
our personal exploration, the cultivation that
comes from repetition. In the ancient Indian
language of Sanskrit the importance of
cultivation was called Bhavana, meaning to
bring into being. It is a gradual, developmental
process with no shortcuts. Eventually, what we
uncover and begin to understand lives in our
bones, so to speak, and we can share this with
others when teaching. It seems today that too
many yoga teachers are just making a career
shift rather than coming from a committed
curiosity about life and a depth of developed
practice. And of course, the orientation of the
teacher affects all the students.
Yoga still has that potent
power to effect change
Although there is a more diverse spectrum
of people practicing yoga today than ever
before, on the bright side, I do feel yoga has
the potential to unexpectedly infiltrate many
people’s lives and begin to change them
from the inside out. Some people might go
to a class for a good workout, or because
of an injury, or stress related issues, while
others arrive to ameliorate their depression,
develop a new architecture of the body, or to
become quiet inside and reconnect with an
inner sense of peace. Ideally, yoga has the
potential to positively affect all these many
issues, eventually spreading to include all
the facets of one’s being, whatever the initial
motivation was. I am optimistic that as more
people join in this practice of cultivating a
body-centered presence, there will be less
suffering and more creative engagement
in the world. I feel immensely grateful that
living a life of yoga can enrich us in ordinary
moments and towards each other. My hope
is that more people turn within and develop
contemplative practices for insight and
wisdom to flourish.

I have so many memorable yoga moments
We live in northern California near a
maximum-security prison. My husband, Ty,
and I were invited to come in and teach the
inmates who were enrolled in the Insight Prison
Project. These were men with life sentences;
many for crimes against women. Although
they had been in the programme for a few
years by the time I arrived, they had not had
a woman teacher at that point. I was asked
to teach them for two hours, and then a few
weeks later, Ty would come in.
One thing that stood out for me when I
first met the men was how clean and cordial
they were. I suppose, from films, I had the
impression they would be grubby and ill
tempered, but it was the opposite. They each
wanted to introduce themselves, engage
in meaningful dialogue about yoga, and
let me know how appreciative they were of
my visit. While I walked among them, giving
them light hands-on instruction throughout
the class, I was hyper aware of my body
movements, reminding myself this was not
an ordinary class, nor were these everyday
students. After the postural session and some
meditation, I saved time for a discussion. I felt
particularly struck by a handsome Latino man
in his 60’s who seemed to generate awe and
respect from the group. Like a mafia don, he
confidently strolled in after everyone else was
present, winked at me, and spread his mat
out right in front. I enjoyed how he elegantly
conducted himself throughout the session.
Later, I heard that just that day he had been
denied his sixth and last request for an appeal,
yet his demeanour never belied any anger or
disappointment that now, without a doubt, he
would be spending his remaining years in this
prison. His articulate responses during the
lively interaction revealed a thoughtful man
who was thoroughly enjoying what yoga and
mindfulness could offer. With a twinkle in his
eye, after softly shaking my hand on his way
out, he put his arm around one of his fellow
inmates in a fatherly way, and whatever he
said to his comrade caused him to both beam
and chuckle. When Ty arrived a few weeks
later, the men knew they were meeting my
husband next. As he had done before, the
dapper regale man came in last, but this time
he paused in front of my seated husband. He
leaned in real close to him, and with a straight
face said, ‘Good plan, sending your wife in
first, have her check things out, make sure its
safe and all!’

For more information on these events or
to find out more about Sarah Powers visit:
sarahpowers.com

Massage Therapy Diploma
By Dawn Morse MSc

Sports Massage Therapy Diploma
& Massage Therapy Certificate
Wiltshire Based Courses
Start February 2016
Yoga CPD Courses
available including:
Anatomy for Yoga &
The Science of Stretching
in association with Sally Parkes Yoga
‘Througherly enjoyed everything about the
course, the content, the way in which it was
delivered and the people’
- L.Reynolds, Senior Yoga Teacher

www.coreelements.uk.com

